Office of the Minister of State for Administrative Reform

Request for Intern
Requested Intern Position:

Content Translators

Requested by:

Najib Korban

Department/Team:

Web Development and Hosting

Duration of internship:

Number: 3
Title: ICT Team Leader

From: 2-May-19

To: 31-Aug-19

Working days/working hours: Five Days Per Week x 6 Hours Per Day

Duties & Responsibilities
OMSAR is in the process of migrating and re-writing contents for several government Web sites from old sites developed
a long time ago on older technologies to new web sites being developed on new Content Management Systems (CMS).
The content of websites and web pages will be provided in one language - either English or Arabic and maybe French and will need to be translated into the other languages. The duties and responsibilities of the recruited interns are to
translate the content from one given language to the others.
This is to be done by getting the content from the old sites, the sites' editors and/or the direct supervisor and will need to
be re-written in the other languages through a professional translation process that maintains the same meaning and
context. This will have to be identified and coordinated with the direct supervisor and then translating the information into
publishable content in the required language. The process will include full cooperation and coordination with other website
authors and editors and could include training to work on the back-end administration of the Web applications to edit and
publish the content.

Deliverables
The expected deliverables consist of newly translated content ready to be published on
the new Websites in the required languages as per the specific requirements of each
Website and the directions of the responsible supervisor and/or the Website editors.
The specific Websites and web pages to be translated and the due dates will be agreed
upon at the beginning of the assignment.

Intern Qualifications
Degree:
Major/emphasis:

Bachelor

Master

✔ Undergraduate Student

Any major in Arts and Sciences, Translation, Journalism, Political Sciences, Business Administration,
Computer and Web Technologies, MIS and any other related fields. A university Degree is a plus.
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Language skills:

✔ English

✔ Arabic

French

Other: French is a Plus

Computer skills: - Microsoft Office Productivity Applications;
- Internet and Web Technologies;
- Experience as Web Masters is highly appreciated;
- Knowledge of CMS Applications like Kentico, WordPress, Joomla is a
plus;
- Any experience and knowledge of Website administration and hosting
technologies is a plus.
Other skills:

- Skills and abilities to perform contextual translation and writing as
opposed to literal word-by-word translation are extremely important;
- Good written and spoken communication skills in both English and
Arabic;
- Excellent English and Arabic reading/writing skills are required;
- French reading/writing skills are a plus.

Proposed Candidate(s)
Name(s)
Candidate(s’)
Qualifications

Requestor Information and Approvals
Requestor’s Name: Najib Korban
Request Date:
Requestor’s
Signature:

Supervisor’s Approval

Minister’s Approval

Date:

Date:

Intern Name:
Intern Signature:
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